
TYPES OF IN-TEXT CITATIONS RESEARCH PAPER

When using APA format, follow the author-date method of in-text citation. Type the entire quotation on the new margin,
and indent the first line of any.

If you decide to italicize words for emphasis that were not italicized in the original this must also be indicated.
If an agency or department of the United States or a specific state is the author include either the name of the
state or United States in the citation since it will be listed under that name in the Works Cited. Mirroring has
been found to be instrumental in the development of performative gender roles Klinge and Rogers,  Corporate
Authors Numerous government publications, research reports, and brochures state the name of the
organization as the author responsible for publishing it. Type the entire quotation within these new margins
and using double-spacing. In-text Citation Rules for Long Quotations Long direct quotations are those with at
least 40 words of quoted text in a row. According to Khan , new researchers tend to use more diverse
methodologies. Instead of including all last names, only include the last name of the first individual shown on
the source. This resource provides detailed guidelines for citing sources in your paper and includes examples
of in-text citation for reference by research authors. If you included the last names of all individuals in your
narrative MLA in-text citations or in parentheses, it would be too distracting to the reader. Begin the quotation
on a new line and indent 0. While similar, there are slight differences. Generally the signal phrase includes the
author's name in the statement followed by a page number in parentheses at the end. Begin a new line, next
indent one half an inch from the left margin and type it double spaced with no quotation marks. Long
Quotations: When the information you quote is longer than four lines set it off from your text with a free
standing block. Verb tense used in referring to other works APA style requires authors to use past tense or
present perfect tense NOT present tense when using signal phrases to refer to or discuss previous research.
Many research studies and reports, scholarly journal articles, and government publications are developed by
three or more individuals. We have a thorough knowledge base featuring instructions on how to cite all kinds
of sources in the APA citation style, ranging from books and journal articles to interviews and movies.
Capitalization Always capitalize author names and initials in in-text citations. Klinge and Rogers found that
mirroring is instrumental in developments of performative gender roles. If the source uses paragraph numbers
instead of page numbers e. Remember to italicize the title of the book or put titles of articles in quotation
marks. What is the Difference? If, in the Works Cited list, the full reference has the title within quotation
marks, include those quotation marks in the narrative MLA in-text citation or reference in parentheses. At the
end of the assignment, on the Works Cited page, is the full reference. A signal phrase within the narrative
alerts the reader that something taken from another source quotation, summary, paraphrase or fact is about to
be used. When giving information that reflects the results or implications of previous work, place the citation
author and publication date at the end of the sentence. Check out our Dr. Sources With Two Authors There are
many books, journal articles, magazine articles, reports, and other source types written or created by two
authors. Examples of this are when you quote from someone else's report of a conversation, an interview, a
letter, etc. In addition, every time a wok is cited within a paper in APA, a parenthetical citation , a
corresponding entry must be included in the reference list. These abbreviations should only be in the
references with parentheses.


